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Mayoral race
in initial stages
by Kathleen Hanway
staff writer

With November elections only a couple of months away, the three
Bowling Green mayoral candidates are still in the initial stages of
their campaigns.
Mayoral candidates Wesley Hoffman, Joyce Kepke, and Jim Tinker
have begun their campaigning by soliciting contributions and gaining
support from the public.
Hoffman is running as the Republican candidate, Kepke as the
Democratic candidate, and Tinker as the independent candidate.
Tinker will be the first independent candidate running since 1979,
when Douglas Valentine ran independently.
Hoffman, who has been a resident of Bowling Green for 28 years,
said his campaign is still in the beginning stages.
"So far we're simply in the fundraising and early planning stages.
We've had strategy and planning meetings, but the campaign really
gets moving about Labor Day," Hoffman said.
He said his campaigning plans in the fall will include media advertising and going door-to-door to gain visibility within the community.
"You have to be as visible as possible and talk to as many groups as
possible," Hoffman added.
Hoffman said his greatest support so far has been among acquaintances and friends.
Kepke, who has been a resident of Bowling Green for 28 years, said
her campaign also is in the rudimentary stages.
She said she has attended public functions sponsored by the Democratic Party, but so far has not begun any other type of campaigning.
Kepke said she will campaign door-to-door beginning in the fall.
She said she has received campaign contributions, in addition to
support, from various sources.
"I've had broad support," she said. "It's come from past contributors, people who like what I've done on council, friends and my
party."
Kepke has served as at-large on Bowling Green City Council for 14
years. She also is Director of Conference and Training Programs at
the Office of Continuing Education at the University.
Tinker said his campaign is also in the beginning stages, but he has
already begun visiting residents door-to-door.
"A lot of what we do right now is gathering information and planning, but once a week, on the average, I knock on doors. This will increase to two or three times per weex," Tinker said.
"I hope to visit every street before the election," he added.
i I See MAYORS, page 5.
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Artificial Rain
A line of 10 sprinklers la front of Rodger* Quadrangle presents an obstacle
for pedestrians and bicyclers. According to Glenn Frey, associate protes-

sor of geography, tie rainfall for June and July has been J.4 Inches.
See weather re la ted stories on page X

Removal of sanctions debated BG police solid
University minds question reasoning behind Bush's decision
despite reduced
size, chief says

by Jeff Merritt
staff writer

The removal of U.S. sanctions
against South Africa earlier this
month has caused private institutions that have divested themselves financially from that country to seriously reconsider their
positions.
However, the University isn't
one of these.
Richard Newlove, University
Board of Trustees president, said
the University did not have any
financial ties to South Africa in
1986 when the sanctions took effect, and so has nothing to restore
now.
The University has always

maintained a conservative approach toward investment, "and
that is as it should be," Newlove
said. The University invests primarily in government securities,
he added.
On July 10, President Bush
called progress toward the end of
apartheid "irreversible," and
eliminated the economic sanctions put in place in 1986. Bans on
trade, bank loans to the government, new investments and airline connections were lifted. A
day earlier, the Olympic Committee lifted the 21-year-old boycott on South Africa's participation in the Olympic Games.
However, the black citizens of
South Africa still have no political
rights, including the right to vote.

A source in the treasurer's office said the University's investment portfolio consists
mainly of U.S. government agencies and treasuries, and includes
no stock in private corporations.
However, the University's
foundation office, which manages
funds donated by alumni and
other sources and is separate
from the University, dia own
stock in companies with factories
in South Africa, said Carl Peschel, director of foundation accounts.
After pressure from inside and
outside the office, Peschel said,
the foundation board decided at
the end of 1989 it was best to eliminate those investments.
Since then, the office has made

no new purchases of stock. Peschel said the subject of whether
the office should follow the
government's lead and begin to
reinvest has not yet arisen.
Errol Lam, associate professor
of information services, is not so
confident about the foundation's
actions.
Although the office said it severed its investments. Lam said
no more information than that
has been given freely, and he and
others don't know exactly what
happened.
Although Lam said reinvestment by the foundation office is
now possible, he added "most
businesses aren't very anxious to
□ See DIVEST, page 6.

Campus to drop college testing
by Christina Wise
staff writer

Students who need to take
national college tests, either as
part of their graduation requirements or to be eligible for further
education, soon will find they no
longer can take those tests at the
University.
Starting with the spring semester, national college tests will no
longer be offered on this campus.
The tests — now offered
through the Counseling and Career Development Center — will

be eliminated because of a lack of
preparation time stemming from
a personnel shortage in the department, said Roman Carek, director of the Counseling and Career Development Center.
Donna Lahey, an administrative assistant m career development who used to administer the
tests, recently retired. No one
will be hired because of the recent University hiring freeze,
Carek said.
Not all testing will be cut. The
ACT residual test will still be administered to students planning
to attend the University. College

level examinations for credit also
will be available.
But the majority of the tests,
including the GRE, LSAT, NTE,
GMAT and PPST, will be cut as of now.
There is a small possibility that
some national tests will be offered, Carek said, but only if
other departments are willing to
take over for the CCDC.
This would mean the College of
Education administering the
NTE and PPST, the College of
Arts and Sciences giving the PreLaw and Pre-Med tests.
According to Marilyn Braatz,

College of Education public relations specialist, no decision has
been reached yet on the proposal.
For the majority of the year,
the testing cuts may not pose
much difficulty, Carek said.
However, on large testing days,
such as for the NTE at the end of
spring semester, there may be a
problem.
"There is usually spillover between Bowling Green and
Toledo," Carek said. "And on
large testing days, people may
come from as far away as Penn-

by Kathleen Hanway
staff wntet

The Bowling Green Police
Department is two officers
short of the 1978 authorized
strength of 28. Police Chief
Galen Ash said some services
have been
reduced,
but the
quality of
service given to residents remains high.
Ash said
the retirement of Set. Ash
Claude
Clouse and the resignation of
Lt. Thomas Davidson are the
two main reasons for the department being understaffed
at this time.
Clouse retired from the department after 34 years, and
Davidson left to become
Police Chief in Tipp City,
Ohio, after 19 and one-half
years of service. According to
Ash, Patrolman Brad Conner
filled Sgt. Clouse's vacant position, and Sgt. Tom Brokamp
was named to replace Davidson.

These shifts within the department left one sergeant's
position and one patrolman's
position vacant. The department has promoted Gary
Spencer to sergeant and has
hired Alan Carsey to fill the
patrolman's position.
Carsey, who graduated
from the Ohio State Patrol
Academy last week, will
undergo 12 weeks of inservice field training before
taking his position as BG
police officer.
Ash added the police division is also planning to hire
another officer, and hopes to
have him or her ready by
spring 1992.
In the Midwest, according
to Ash, there is typically one
and one-half officers per 1,000
residents in the city. He said
the FBI recommends two patrolmen per 1,000 people.
Ash said Bowling Green
remains below both the
Midwest average and the
FBI's recommendations,
with exactly one officer for
every 1,000 people in the
community.
Until the two new officers
become full-fledged patrolSee POLICE, page 5.

D See TESTING, page 5.

NEWS BRIKFS: YOUR CAMPUS AM) BKYONI)
Campus
Learn about Canada:

The Area Growth Committee, the University and
W.S.O.S. Wood County are
sponsoring a Canadian workshop at 8:30 a .m. Thursday,
Aug. 22, in the Mileti Alumni
Center on Mercer Road.
This practical workshop is
designed for those firms wanting to enter the Canadian market as well as for companies
planning to increase their current sales to Canada. The program will include a morning
workshop and a Canadian
business expert panel in the
afternoon to answer specific
questions.

A registration fee of $25 includes all conference materials, continental breakfast and
lunch. Workshop participants
will be eligible to join a Canadian trade mission planned for
fall 1991.
For more information, contact Mark Kasoff, director of
Canadian Studies, at 372-2457.

Local
Stories of stars:

On Friday, Aug. 9, the Wood
County Park District will offer
an evening of star watching
and constellation stories at
William Henry Harrison Park,
located just south of Pember-

ville and State Route 105. on
Pemberville Road (Bierly
Road).
The program, entitled "Star
Stories," is free and open to
the public, but pre-registration
is required. Call the Wood
County Park District at
353-1897 to register or for more
information. Participants
should bring a lawn chair or a
blanket and a pair of binoculars, if possible.
August is a good time for
star watching because the
nights are warm, the stars are
bright and shooting stars are
more common. "Star Stories"
includes tales of boastful
queens, ferocious sea monsters, Greek gods and goddesses, and starry heroes. The

stories are scheduled to be told
between 9:30 and 10:30 p.m.

More donors needed:

The number of bloodmobiles
scheduled for this August is
lower than in previous months.
The summer and other popular
vacation times bring potential
shortages in the local blood
supply. The lower number of
bloodmobiles makes this potential even greater.
Donors are needed at
bloodmobiles throughout the
area, but donations can be
made at the Regular Blood
Center. The hours are Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to

5:30p.m. The Blood Center is
located at 2275 Collingwood
Blvd. in Toledo.

Pieces of peace poem
wanted:

The International Society of
Poets is accepting poems for
its "World's Largest Poem for
Peace.'' Anyone may contribute to this worldwide effort.
Responses have already been
received from President Bush
and nearly every governor.
The World's Largest Poem
for Peace, a document expected to be longer than several
football fields, will be presented to the Secretary General of
the United Nations following
the Society's Aug. 16-18

National Poetry Symposium in
Washington, D.C.
In addition to this literary
donation, ISP will donate 10
cents to the UNICEF on behalf
of everyone who shows support
for world peace by submitting
a poem.
To be a part of this monumental effort, send one original poem (20 lines or less) to:
The World's Largest Poem for
Peace, P.O. Box 627, Owings
Mills, Md. 21117.
Compiled from local and
wire reports
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All is not well in MAC
The MAC had their annual football
preview conference Monday and
commissioner Karl Benson was all
smiles. However, he might be grinning
through his teeth.
The Mid-American Conference and
the California Raisin Bowl are in the
last year of their contract, which could
result in the conference being left out in
the cold come 1992.
Neale Stoner, a representative for
the Cal Bowl, spoke to the media about
the respect he has for the MAC and how
they will do everything in their power
to keep the MAC a part of the bowl.
If you read between the lines, Stoner
was trying to tell us that the MAC is in
serious danger of not having a bowl appearance in the seasons to come.
The MAC has been a part of the bowl
for the last 10 years, hut one has to
question if they are good enough to
compete in the bowl.
Of those 10 years, the MAC has only
managed three wins against their Big

West opponents, which included an 11-0
BG team being dropped by Fresno
State 51-7 in 1985.
Stoner said a major problem is that
Fresno State will leave the Big West, a
gjrennial MAC opponent in the Cal
owl, for the Western Athletic Conference in 1992. This will leave a big void
for the city of Fresno, which hosts the
bowl each year.
Thus far, the Bowl has been able to
survive without having a major corporate sponsor, but times are tough and
the Bowl committee must look at ways
to raise enough money to keep the
game going in the future.
Moving the Bowl to another site
won't do it. Changing the caliber of
teams might.
They can do this by making it an open
bowl, rather than keeping the closed
status.
So, everything is not all right in the
MAC, despite all the smiles.

Pee-wee needs no pity
The word for the day is disappointing.
Just what is becoming of today's
children's TV personalities?
This weekend, TV/Movie entertainer Pee-wee Herman was arrested
on charges of indecent exposure. Peewee was never noted for his excellent
acting skills, but he was good for a
laugh and his show "Pee-wee's Playhouse" was a nice change from typical
Saturday morning cartoons. He also
was seen as a pseudo "hero" to some
children.
However, what are these same children to think when they hear through
the media that Pee-wee was allegedly
masturbating in an adult movie
theater? Nerdy, bowtied Pee-wee, who
talked perpetually in a strained, nasal
Pee Wee voice — is probably going to
jail.

Of course, Pee-wee is far from what
anyone would consider a suitable role
model for their children, but, regardless, children do tend to imitate or form
strong opinions about who they watch
on television.
Was CBS correct in canceling "Peewee's Playhouse?" The answer is yes.
As a host of a children's Saturday
morning show, he should realize he
cannot be exposing himself in public.
According to sheriff's records, he
also was arrested in 1983 by an undercover officer for allegedly loitering
outside an adult film theater and bookstore.
Although we don't consider Pee-wee
a serious threat to society, we believe
his episode could have lasting affects
on his fans.
Where is Mr. Rodgers when you need
him the most?

USG leaders keeping busy
Sears, Routzahn taking care of business in the summer
Besides recycling, we're awaiting the arrival of the second edition of the Faculty and Course Evaluation booklets. We plan on
distributing them in early October. A massive voter registration drive will take place on camEus in September. Student voting
i especially important this fall
because there are three students
running for City Council and one
student running for mayor. The
success of these candidates depends on the support of all students.

There are only four weeks until
the rest of BG's students return
for fall classes.
For those of you graduating in
August, we wish you the best, and
for those of you sticking around
for another year we're sure you're looking forward to the excitement of classes, the fun of hitting
the bars, and yes, the thrill of
reading about USG in The BG
News . What have your student
Jovernment officers been doing
wing this long, hot summer?
Well.let roe tell ya.
Working as a resident adviser
for the summer freshmen program in Kohl Hall has been quite
an experience.
I bavent spent all summer with
my residents, though. I've played
golf a couple of times and even
watched the spectacular Bowling
Green fireworks from Bill's HilL
Working as a Pre-Registration
Volunteer has given me the opportunity to observe eager incoming students and their proud
parents. Boy, I can't wait for you
old-timers to get back here.
Rob's also been up to a lot this
summer. Many of you who live in
Kohl and Rogers have probably
seen him all summer working in
Commons Dining Hall. He is the
guy in the red hat standing
around trying to look busy.
But seriously, Rob has devoted
many hours to his student
government respoMibilittes. He
U working with the dty folks and
the University officials to step up
the lackluster recycling effort
ban on rwapve Believe me, Rob
and I have been surprised by the

to

type*

gat involved in USG. There are

Guest Col
By Mike Sears and
Rob Routzahn
Internally, the USG office is organized, our budget la secure,
and we anxiously await the arrival of the officers so that we can
fully serve your needs.
On that note, allow me to climb
up on my soap box for a minute.
The success of student
government in the upcoming year
depends largely on you. We ask
that you please bring your concerns to us up in 406 Student Services. Our number is 37M116. We
will make every effort to be
available to you, bat we need to
know what issues are important

way to keep us ins-.bait
^kUsfg^uXK formed
about your concerns is to

many ways to become active in
USG, including: serving on a
University committee, applying
for a position with Student Court,
or running for a seat in the General Assembly. More information
on all of these opportunities for
involvement will be available
once classes start in the fall. Fall
elections will be on September
17th.
Well, folks, it's time to wrap
this up, as we are being ridiculed
by 77ie News staff for our slow
typing. Enjoy the rest of your
summer, and we'll see you in the
fall.
Mike Sears Is USG President.
Rob Routzahn is USG Vice
President.
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Fear and loathing: Bob Dylan
Bob Dylan is bitter.
It might be his failure to repeat
what he accomplished three decades ago. It might be the Gulf
War or the general state of the
world. Most likely though, it's
just Dylan.
Since he turned 50 on May 24,
music critics have questioned,
"Is Bob Dylan Dead?"
Sure, he is not the same as the
firey 21-year-old guy who stormed onto the American folk scene
back in the early '60s, following in
the footsteps of his mentor Woody
Guthrie strumming political
overtures with his guitar.
His lyrics are legendary, running from the ludicrous to the
inspirational. He'd poke fun at
JFK's affairs and the John Birch
Society. He'd take himself more
seriously (when he deemed it appropriate) and attack the suppression of a race and the ever
pending threat of war. With a
voice as rough as a Brillo pad and
a harmonica filled with songs of
its own, he captured fans that
could only appeal to Dylan. You
either loved nun or hated him.
But somewhere he lost some of
that magic. Or maybe, he has Just
shelved it away, only brining it
out when he wants to. During the
70s and '80s he lingered in the
average to the horrible, occassionally showing signs of his
greatness with the albums,
"Blood on the Tracks" and "Oh
Mercy."
Some writers suggest, such as
Spy magazine's Joe Queenan in
his August 1991 article "The
Free-fallin Bob Dylan", that Dylan is just running from the pressures of being a rock legend.
Queenan continually knocks
Dylan, yet, at the same time,
praises him. It's as if he admires
Dylan so much, that he cannot
stand to see him fall into oblivion.
Like Queenan, many Dylan
fans treat Dylan's slip as of late
much the same way people view
Reagan's last years of presidency
— that he is simply either too old
or indifferent to know what the
hell he's doing.

There is certainly plenty of evidence for this. For instance, when
Dylan accepted a lifetime achievement award at this year's
Grammys, he played a shotgun
(i.e. incomprehensible) version
of Masters ol War, then accepted
his award after making a complete fool of himself. He mumbled
something about what his father
once said to him and stumbled
about his business like he had
something better to do. However,
one should not take Dylan's
mumblings lightly and remember that his under-hisbreath mumbling at Live Aid
spurred Willie Nelson to put
together Farm Aid.

No
Reason
By
Charles Toil and
Mike Bumm
And in one of the most ironic
scenes of 1990, Dylan sang the
same anti-war song to a gleeful
group of cadets at West Point
Academy. Quite ironic and quite
Dylan.
Taking his embarrassments for
what they're worth, one thing
remains hauntingly clear: Dylan
knows what he is doing. He knows
all too well. He just wants to appear like a bumbling fool, perhaps to avoid the media hassles
he incurred during his career.
Perhaps it is a reaction to what
people expected from (and the
failures of) him or the '60s. Or
perhaps, like the rest of the Traveling Wilburys, he personifies
everything that annoys us and is
like the rude, crotchety uncle we
allput up with at family reunions.
By him playing his old protest
songs in an unrecognizable shoddy fashion, as he does at most of

his performances, he may be reminding us not to romanticize the
'60s and instead question what
they really accomplished. The
dirt that stained the country then
still stains us today. Which, I
guess, is the appropriate context
to view Dylan in the '90s — iinromantic and stripped of idealism.
Two weeks ago, I escaped
Bowling Green and traveled to
Cleveland to catch a Dylan show.
It was the second time I saw Dylan. The thing I remember most
from the first show was how I
promised myself I would never
pay to see him again — I didn't
learn.
As the show approached, my
friends and I were joking about
how long Dylan would play. Dylan usually exits the stage about
the time the crowd is warming up
to him. We estimated 45 minutes.
We were wrong, he played for 70
minutes. I can accurately say this
because an experienced Dylan
concert-goer behind us had
brought a stop watch. It seems we
weren't the only ones who were
prepared for a rapid and abrupt
ending.
Despite the quickness of his
show, it wasn't the biggest crime
of the night. As the roadies were
setting up the stage, they placed a
keyboard in the front of tne stage
slightly to the right where the entire crowd could witness the act
They were only accomplices
though; Dylan was the real
villain. Not once did he have the
courage to put down his guitar to
settle his fingers on the keys.
Why he did that or didn't do it,
who knows. It was simply Dylan
—unpredictable, bitter, and himself.
He still has the fire, he just
sends his message out in different
smoke signals.
No, BOD Dylan isn't dead, he is
just bitter as ever.
Charles Toil is Managing Editor/or The News. His roommate,
Mike Bumm. a graduating English major, helped contributeto
this nonsense.

Letters
Reader disturbed
by Travis' columns
Editor BGNews:
Dear Mr. Travis,
I can stand it no longer. I have
sat through many readings of an
egotistical maniac's column,"Word Up," for too long
without saying anything. Now I
must.
The first draft of this letter
originally said that I felt "people
like Chuck Travis are giving a
bad name to the real writers who
have something original to say"
and I also said that "Word Up" is
written by "a person whose style
is so sophomoric, be makes
Hallmark cards look like literary
achievements." I still believe
these things I have written, but
after reading your column in July
24th's issue, 1 feel new ground is
broken.
"Are anti-heroes still heroes?"
When it comes to Starkweather, I
think not. How can someone think
of Charles Starkweather as being
an anti-hero? I don't even think
Travis has done any real
research on Mr. Starkweather
except to listen to Bruce Springsteen's song "Nebraska" which is
about Starkweather's killing
spree back in the middle 1980s.
Mr. Travis says Starkweather
"rode Into a small town of WyomS..." This U my first point that
. Travis did not do his homework past the lyrics of a song.
The town Starkweather rode into
was Lincoln, Neb. — not a town in
Wyoming. The girl 'twirling a
baton inner front lawn" ( a line

directly out of Springsteen's but to be honest as a writer, the
song- which was doctored up by Olscamps' are the last people you
Travis to fit his means) was Caru would want to praise you. And
Ann Fugate. Their was nothing that letter from your mother has
heroic or anti-heroic about them. got to be one of the worst selfThey were two bored kids who promoting tactics in the world.
killed Caril Ann's family (one be- You should be embarrassed. You
ing a baby who died by Stark- should be even more embarweather jamming a rifle barrel rassed about relying on a song as
down her throat) and set out on a sole source of information withthe highway killing anyone who out following up on it with the real
crossed their path. Real folk facts. They're in your library.
heroes, huh? Saying Stark- Trust me. I've read them. And
weather is an anti-hero is ludi- while you're at it. come back to
crous. He was a cold-blooded reality.
J. Zachary Pott,
murderer- plain and simple.
If Starkweather is a hero of any
senior
kind — which he isn't — then we
might as well say that Charles
Whitman is, too. Do you know
who he is, Travis? The Texas
Tower Sniper? He did the same
thing as Starkweather, except his
The Editorial Board of
body count was higher and what a
77ie BG News has had to
snot he was! Did you know it was
make many crucial dethe U.S. Marines who taught him
cisions in determining who
how to shoot that accurately?
shall represent this paper.
What about Richard Speck who
We believe Chuck Travis
raped and killed eight student
has been a fine addition to
nurses? Manson? Purdy?
the paper. Although we
I know what you were trying to
often disagree with Mr.
do, Travis. You were trying to
Travis, we are thankful for
convey that teaching people
his four semesters at The
about people like Starkweather is
BGNews.
going to give them something to
We would like to stress
chew on about the duality of huMr. Travis had nothing to do
mankind. Oh, boy! Heady stuff!
with the publication of the
Problem Is, Travis: you can't
letter from bis mother. It
walk it like you talk it. Your sowas an Editorial Board dephomoric prose drowns your
cision, and one which Mr.
point to where the reader forgets
Travis vehemently diswhat it is you are trying to say.
agreed with.
And you really don't say anywe wish Mr. Travis good
thing. You say absolutely nothing
luck after his August gradoriginal at all.
uation.
Sore, I read the letter from the
Olscamps praising your "talent,"

Editor's Note
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Weather poses problems
Extreme summer heat demands health precautions
To prevent sun exposure, Navin
said, one should avoid outdoor activities in the heat of the day —
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
"Today's weather will be hot
If a person is burned, she said,
and humid with a high near 95 de- he should avoid re-exposure to
grees, " blares your alarm clock the sun. One also shoula use healradio at precisely 7 a.m.
ing lotions like aloe, but avoid
You would be overjoyed to hear ones that contain benzocaine bethis forecast in early February. cause they tend to sensitize the
However, in late July, you roll skin more, Navin said.
over and push the snooze button,
Navin also advised during
not wanting to leave the comfort times of extreme heat, people
of your air-conditioned bedroom.
should drink lots of fluids and limMost people are escaping the it strenuous activity to early
dog days of summer in the tra- morning or late evening.
ditional ways: hibernating in airAccording to Toledo Hospital's
conditioned buildings, cooling off Ask-A-Nurse, heat exhaustion
in a swimming pool, eating and heat stroke occur when a
double-dip ice cream cones and person is exposed to extreme heat
watching lots of movies.
for long periods of time. The boWhile it would be wonderful to dy's natural cooling mechanisms
live in a perfect 73-degree mall are unable to work properly and
climate, this is only wishful think- heat builds up inside the body.
ing. Avoiding the sun's heat enHeat exhaustion often occurs
tirely is impossible, but if people suddenly — most likely after extake a few precautions they can cessive perspiration without the
avoid some of the heat's dangers. replenishment of fluids.
According to JoAnne Navin, a
The symptoms for heat exhausnurse clinician at the Student tion include faintness, an ashen
Health Center, there are two complexion, cold, clammy skin,
main problems to be concerned nausea and a lower blood presabout In extreme heat: exposure sure.
to the sun and heat exhaustion.
Ask-A-Nurse said a victim of
by Sharlyn D. Avina
staff writer

heat exhaustion should be moved
to a cool place, given cool, but not
iced, water to drink, and wrapped
in cool damp sheets until the body
temperature is normal again.
Heat stroke is different from
heat exhaustion. It is much more
serious and could result in seizures, comas, or death.
The symptoms of heat stroke
include a fever of more than 105
degrees, hot dry skin, rapid heart
beat, shallow breathing, high or
low blood pressure, and disorientation or deliriousness.
Richard Bowers, Student Recreation Center fitness director
said when exercising, people
should "basically use common
sense, moderate activity, take
frequent breaks and drink
water.
If the exercising person becomes light-headed, nauseated or
disoriented, he or she should stop
what they are doing, drink some
water and take a cold shower,
Bowers said.
He added between exercising
sessions, people should eat a wellbalanced diet with fresh fruits
and vegetables.

to Naws Photo Idttor/Todd Swonion

Six-year-old Melissa Fannln takes a break from swimming with her older sister Heather at Village Greei Apartmeiti
The girls like to swim to beat the heat

Summer temps to remain high
by Pamela Rutowakl
staff writer

For anyone who can't wait to
their fall and winter wardrobe again, close the closet
door for a few more weeks.
According to Cindy Bean, a
meteorologist for the National
Weather Service, the SMay
forecast calls for a 60 percent
chance of excessive heat
through mid-August.
If that seemsbed, the 90-day
forecast, which began in July
and ends in September, also

calls for a 60 percent chance of
above normal temperatures
for most of the eastern United
States, she said.
However, Bean did say the
further ahead one tries to predict the weather, the more
chance there is for error.
The National Weather Service bases its predictions on
the general trends of the
weather, she said.
According to the Old Farmer's Almanac, a publication
giving the forecast for a year,
temperatures in our section of
the nation will be generally

above normal until October.
"Summer is expected to be
warm and dry with the arrival
of a heat wave at the end of
August, and warm spells
through September," the Almanac states.
To add to the excessive heat,
the amount of rainfall is not
expected to increase.
'"There is a 56 percent probability of little or no precipitation through mid-August,"
Bean said.
According to Joachim
Schumacher, assistant professor of geography, the warm

NOW HIRING FOR FALL

weather is partially caused by
the jet stream, which is farther
north than usual. With the jet
stream comes hotter tropical
air.
The period from January to
June 1991, was the second
warmest for that period in Ohio
history, he said.
Schumacher added.
however, the eruption of Mount
Pinitubo in the Philipines will
probably affect our weather in
several months, but the result
will be cooler than normal
temperatures.

MUS.C *, $Q AW!'' '

the journey all the more satisfying in the end.
I sincerely hope I didn't revive
any dormant or inert minds.
Well, on a lighter note, it's time
This week at "Summer Trivia for this week^ quiz:
What were the first and last
Tidbits," Dr. Dave will try to get
deep. life, students, is but a jour- Number One songs of the 19B0's?
ney. Though the miles may be
long, the rewards for traveling
them are often great. Never shy snrnoD nud Aq., JSjpujBd at XBO
away from a challenge because jaujouy,, SUM (887 arn fsaartpH
obstacles appear or because the M.»dnH Xq „(8nos BpinoD Bind
distance seems too large. Those aaj.) adeosa., seat s.ng aqj jo jrq
hindrances that may make your ano jaqom\ |sj)j aqj.:JaavSTry
trek seem longer actually make

by Dave Baskind
staff writer

OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WON'T COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk. N of Poe

354-6166
D' A. Neumann, D.C. O Dr. K Marklond, O.C. • Dr. S. Mesick, D.C.

i i i i i i i m

SUMMER TIME

The Official 1 hour Photo

ugl°H2]0
WHY GAMBLE?

Processor SUMMER Tim '91
Double Your Prints For $1.00;

Jutland Si 00 to Vm rtgukv prca ana «• •- Q-va
you a aacend aat o* ookw prwtat 'Oftar good at tt»
tuna of daaVary on standard 3H" s>?a
prints 'rom 11 o Ooc. 129. or 35mm iC-41
ptocaaa). 12. 15. 24 or 30 aipoaura roll
Trta Otar not vaad with any othar aoaoal
LUMOna
Urn* Ona fiRe* P»f Coupon

Expires 8/7/91

GO WITH THE WINNING
TEAM!

•JI

BGN

*3, *2, M Off
on Film
Developing
Good on 110 ' 26 JSmm and d«c Mm
iC-41 proca-tai Oai '3 oft on 30 a.p . '2 of.
on 24 *ip ot M o" on i2'1 5 sap This coupon
rmjtr accompany o>d*r TTwa coupon rx>t vtM wrtn
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Expires B/7/91

BGN

l hr. Processing available on 35mm & no only

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

■BLUE
RIBBON PHOTO
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
Ph. 353-4244

157 N. MAIN B.G.

(ACROSS FROM UPTOWN)
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Downtown shop to break
new 'ground' in August
by Jessica Cunningham
staff writer

In August, Grounds For
Thought will mark Its second
year on South Main Street with a
new look.
The coffee shop/bookstore was
opened in 1989 by the Wicks family, and co-owner Kelly Wicks said
it's a popular gathering place.
"It s a place where people from
all walks of life and all ages can
share common interests," he
said.
But now it's time to "broaden
the horizon." Grounds for
Thought will close Aug. 12 for
three days to undergo a 1,000

Take a walk
down
Main St.
Exploring B.G.'s
downtown
business scene
square-foot expansion.
"It's gonna be great. It'll allow
us to develop our Interest in the
arts and allow more people to
read, relax and enjoy a great cup
of coffee," Wicks said.

The shop now houses 25,000
used books, but after the expansion it will contain many more
used and new books. There also
will be increased seating, a bigger menu and longer hours.
For those with artistic inclinations, Grounds For Thought currently has monthly art shows and
poetry readings. Local artists
display their artwork and are on
hand to answer questions.
Wicks said most who participate in the poetry readings are
students from the University's
creative writing department.
In the falL Grounds For
Thought will add a classical music series spotlight. Each month a
different quartet will be featured.

American Red Cross
CAMPUS POLLYEYES

M N«w> »hoto idltor/Todd Swonion

•1

352-9638
« AM -1 AM
SUMMER TIME
SUPER SPECIAL!
LARGE • PEPPERONI • PIZZA
PAN OR THIN

ONLY $4.00

Jennifer Bolllnger, ■ sophomore at Bowling Green High School, and Andre CUne, ■ 7ta grader at Bowling Green Junior
High, upend time playing lino at Grounds For Thought. The glrli lay, "It's better than the bOllarda hall or the mall and
the books and food are good."

Dine-in or Delivery.

Border expanding in BG
Parent company builds addition to local Taco Bell
COLLEGE
TUITION
ASSISTANCE
6 lo 25 Sources Guaranteed

ROOMATE GOT YOU DOWN.

SOLUTION.
A ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.

MOVE IN!

• Freshman, Sophomore
College Students
• Athletes
• Post Grads
• High School Students

INTERFACE
Dennis Keyser, Sr.
(419) 838-7900
P.O. Box 499
Walbridge. Ohio 43465

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
400 E. NAPOLEON RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

- _ - -_ - _
352-9135

by Klmberly L. Brown
staff writer

Next time you make a "run for
the border" in Bowling Green,
you might notice some changes.
Taco Bell, 320 E. Wooster St., is
building an addition which will
expand their dining room area.
Taco Bell is a franchise of
B.K.K. Enterprises, owned by
Ken Baerwaldt, Mike Kentris and
George Kentris.
According to Mike Kentris, the
new addition will be completed by
mid- August. "The estimated cost
of the project is between $100,000
and $150,000," Kentris said.
"With the new addition the total
occupancy will be 73, compared

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. Main

RIZZO
Thurs, Fri, Sat

WOOdto be at the

County Fair

August l«'-7,h

Bowling Green

Thursday, 7pm

De Pue Family Musicians
Friday, 8 pm

Bochman Turner
Overdrive
Saturday, 4pm & 8 pm

Circus Continental
FREE Grandstand Admissio

Sunday. 8 pm

Hollywood Stunt Show
Sunday, Monday & Tuesday

Harness Racing
Pari-mutuel
Sunday, 3 pm

Draft Horse Show
Wednesday, 7:30pm

Demolition Derby

Gate Admission - $3.50
9 A under FREE

18-20 Welcome
S2.00 cover after
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon
Sunday: 2:00pm

m»
9:30

--Kate Schmidt, Taco Bell manager
to our current capacity of 48,"
Kentris said.
According to Kate Schmidt,
restaurant manager, the reason
for the expansion is simply the
business.
"University students do contribute to the majority of our
business — when school is in session business does pick up,"
Schmidt said.
However, according to
Schmidt, Taco Bell picks up
townspeople's business in the
summer losing less than 20 percent of their business when students leave.
"With the new addition, we
hope to serve our customers better and faster. We plan to do this
with a dual line expansion,"
Schmidt said.
"In the past, when we would
ask our customers if this will be
'for here or to go,' they would look
around at a full dining room and
be forced to say 'to go, " she said.
Due to the large crowds Taco
Bell receives on weekend nights.
Schmidt said the restaurant will

continue to use police security.
In the past, management used
bouncers but this did not deter the
problems they were experiencing, according to Schmidt.
She said some problems in the
past have been destruction of
Cnotional material, beer being
wn on employees working the
drive-through and occasional
fights.
"Our employees received
abuse, which led to a high turnover rate," Schmidt said. "Police
uniforms deter a major percentage of problems.
"We will continue to have security on the weekends to keep j customers Jat a reasonable level and
destruction down," Schmidt said.
While University students are
responsible for some vandalism
and fighting, Schmidt recognized
the value of student business.
"Without the college crowd,
Taco Bell would not do as well.
We do appreciate the University's business and want to serve
them better," Schmidt said.

( mil •!'.! (>w • MM i(«inii{\
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9:30
'til 2:30am
'til 2:30am

VOTED BEST BAR
• Mini-Pitchers

"With the new addition, we hope to serve our
customers better and faster. We plan to do
this with a dual line expansion."

IN B.G.
Every

• MARCHING BAM) ( ON< ERT HAM) /WIND ENSEMBLE:
III you arc inieresied in playing in any of the above bands.
• we inviie you, to STOP BY THE BAND OFFICE (Room
• IOIO. Musical Ails Center) or telephone (372-21861 before;
; ( ompU inig v<>ur registration for fall!
There is plenty of oppourtunity to continue your
pani< Ipation in bands. You DO NOT have to be a
music major to play your instrument at B.G.S.U!
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Benson discusses future of the MAC
also was at the conference to talk
about the status of the bowl and
the MAC'S future in it.
Stoner said be believes the
game is strong right now, but be
was not sure it would continue
with the current format.
"It really all comes down to
money," Stoner said. "We are not
saving the MAC is out of the bowl
after this year, but we are in the
last year of our contract with the
MAC playing against the Big

by Patrick Murphy
sports editor

When you listen to the MidAmerican Conference Commissioner Karl Benson, you think the
state of the conference has never
been better.
Benson, speaking at the MAC
Football Preview In Perrysburg,
Monday night, said he likes
where the conference has been
and the future looks bright for the
MAC.
While Benson is focusing on
three potential areas of growth
for the MAC, the conference's future in the California Raisin Bowl
maybe in doubt.
"Expansion in the conference,
the status of the Calif ornia Raisin
Bowl, and the amount of television coverage we get are all very
important to the MAC in the
1990s," Benson said.
Neale Stoner, a representative
of the California Raisin Bowl.

"The future of'the MAC in the
California Raisin Bowl and the
post season are very important to
the conference," Benson said.
Stoner said the major problem
came when Fresno State decided
to move from the Big West to the
Western Athletic Conference beginning in the 1992 season.
The California Raisin Bowl is
played in Fresno, Calif.
"We are not sure we can draw
large crowds in Fresno for two
teams who do not interest the

city," Stoner said. "Would you
pay to see Utah State against
Kent State in a bowl?"
One solution the bowl representatives are looking at would be
switching the bowl man Its current closed bowl status to an open
bowl.
Only the Rose Bowl and the Calif ornia Raisin Bowl are the only
two closed bowls in the country.
"If we did go to a open bowl
system, it would take a good 10-1
or 11-0 team out of the MAC to get
invited to the bowl," Stoner said.
He also said the finadal structure of the bowl is a major concern to the bowl committee.
"We think our finencial picture
must change by $800,000 to $1 million," be said. "If we go to an
open bowl, we are required to pay
out $700,000 to each team,
whereas we now only pay out
$225,000 each."
Other possible solutions to the
problem Include moving the bowl
to another location, leaving the

half of the bowl closed and then
inviting another team to play, or
ending the bowl altogether,
Stoner said.
"Our attitude toward the MAC
is very positive and strong," he
said. "But the reality is that the
game could disolve after the 1991
game."
The MAC has been playing in
the California Raisin Bowl for the
past 10 years.
In the area of expansion for the
MAC, the conference recently
expanded to 10 teams this past
June when they accepted the
University of Akron beginning
with the 1992 season.
Benson said the conference is
not through looking at the possibility of further grpanalnn
"We are a ways away from
adding an 11th team," lie said.
"But we have evaluated some
possible candidates and will try
to submit a report to the MAC
Council of Presidents by October."

made available at the CCDC
which includes a test application.
Test takers then wait for the reply which assigns them to the
nearest available testing site.
Because there is a limited
number of students tested at one

site, the earlier applicants apply,
the closer to home they are assigned, Carek said.
Another possible problem with
losing the tests on campus is that
it could affect admissions, Carek
said.

High school students who come
to the University to take the ACT
may become interested in attending after visiting the campus.
These tests no longer will be offered, Carek said.

dent population, he said he believes the people who vote for him
will represent a cross-section of
the community.
"I know my demographics are
with the students, and I'm trying
to overcome that and let people
know I want to represent every-

one," he added.
Tinker was editor of The BG
News in the summer 1990 and
spring 1991.
He is now working for the public relations department at the
University.

The council will meet again in
January 1992.
"The conference is looking to
add members with the same philosophy, who are in our natural
geographic boundries, and
schools that will send a message
nationally that the MAC and their
athletics are good," Benson said.
With expansion looming on the
horizon, the MAC continues to try
to enhance their national visabiUtythrough televised games.
The conference now is in the
third year of a five-year deal with
SportsChannel America.
"We think the MAC will get the
most national coverage possible
this year," said Mike Leer, programing director for SportsChannelOhio.
The station will air 10 football
games beginning Sept. 7 with Akron vs. Western Michigan.
Bowling Green will be the game
UN

FUN

of the week Oct. 12 when they
play at Ohio University. There
also is a possibility they will be
featured Nov. 9 when Kent State
travels to BG.
The games will be televised live
on SportsChannel Ohio, Cincinnati, Chicago, and Florida and
they are looking to add New York
as well, Leer said.
In addition to the MAC football
game of the week, SportsChannel
also will air 10 regular season
basketball games and the MAC
semi-final games which are at
Cobo Arena in Detroit.
"Television coverage is very
important to the conference,
Benson said. "We know the decreasing programming time will
make it tough to get national exposure, but we Bunk the MAC
offers a good program nationally-"

FUR

FUN

FUN

TESTING
G Continued from page 1.
sylvania and Canada. That adds
extra travel time in order to take
the tests."
University students soon may
fall into thai travel category.
The testing procedure is basically as follows: A bulletin is

MAYORS
D Continued from page 1.
Tinker has been a Bowling
Green resident for three years.
He is a journalism major at the
University and will be graduating
in December.
Tinker said although it seems
reasonable to him thai most of his
support will come from the stu-

Come to the Movies Tonight!
at 8:00 p.m. in Eva Marie Saint Theater
Free Showing!
Also today at Noon: Free popsicles outside the
Off Campus Student Center

Friday. August 2
Toledo Mud Hens vs Rochester Red wings

Mandarin, Szechuan
& Hunan Cuisine

POLICE
D Continued from page 1.
most," Ash said.
"What we've had to do is look at
follow-up investigations and their
solvability factor, plus the type of
incident, to determine if follow-up
is warranted," he added.
Ash said the seriousness of incidents is also a factor to be considered. "The more serious the
case, obviously the more time
you spend on it. If it's a crime
against a person, obviously you
follow up on it," he said.
In the past, Ash said, the department has assigned extra officers to reinforce the 6 p.m.- 4
a.m. shifts, but the lack of offi-

men. Ash said some services may
have to be reduced, while others,
such as assisting in unlocking
cars, have been cut all-together
— except in emergency situations.
Ash said the main service he
plans to reduce is the investigation of accidents occurring on private property.
'You don't want to reduce services, but you may have to in order to maintain the quality of
what you do," Ash said.
He said the department has experienced significant strain because of the lack of officers. The
drug enforcement officer, for instance, has been reassigned to
the detective bureau.
"We're working with two people in our detective division, and
one of them is supposed to be in
the narcotics detective bureau.
Follow-up investigations have
probably been affected the

t

cers has made tnat impossible.
According to Ash, that shift is
typically the busiest, and the lack
of reinforcement has adversely
affected the division.
"It makes things more hollow
as far as in-depth policing. This
weekend we had to rely on University police for backup again —
they have their own jobs to do,"
be said.

Sign up for this fun baseball
game trip in the UAO office,
3rd floor Union by Thursday, Aug. 1st
Departure from the Union Oval at 5.45 p.m.
Cost: $2.00 includes transportation
Each individual must purchase game ticket at gate

FAST,
FREE DELIVERY
TEL: 352-8230
FAX: 352-8540

piTiY^\
ISUTNi/

Carry-Out Available
Located In Woodland Mall.

Rent backpacks,tenls, sleeping
bags, and more from our
Outing Center
Call 372-2343 For more into

Ash said though the lack of officers has affected the department,
he believes the officers in the
force now are able to compensate.

B.G. 'S FINEST RESTARAUNT
Serving N.W. Ohio for nearly 40 years...

STADIUM VIEW
SUNOCO

• Daily lunch & Dinner Specials
• All Your Favorite Snacks,
Sandwiches & Cocktails
• Extensive Dinner menu

B30 E. Woosler
Bowling Green. OH
4340?

332-0387 1

THE CHINA

„gKJS.

io% off

LUBRICATION, ^K^QC
OIL CHANGE SvQV5
& FILTER
*•* '

WITH THIS COUPON
Expires 9-10-91
163 S. Main St

up to 5 qts. - Most Cors
Coll 'or Appointment
Valid with Coupon thru August 31, 1991

I

.

352-2595

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

II

r

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS

X4

Nearly 500 UflitS with SUPER locations

352-0796
HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
UNOCH 4 T«S. 0« UNOEK 40 LSI.

For EkJorly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

354-2260

Children

$1.00 Fare

$2.00 Fare

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Ride Free 01 Charge
with adult.

Tranan IdantfcaMn Cart RaquuarJ*

Crakj mutt not in ChM Raitramt

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access I droop Seattao. Available <
•Trent* kttrMcaton Cards » ataflll At Grant*- AdmMttrator* Office By Appt Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
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MCHAHD RAMOS

"Ramos Taxi

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding
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part Horn an operating aaalatanoa grant from tha
Or-o Dapartmantof
T'anaportahon
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Local conductor lives for music
by Terrl Hoppert
staff writer

Although the College of Musical
Arts offers a variety of concerts
and musical events on campus
throughout the year, for those
students who wish to venture to
the Toledo area, the Toledo Concert Band may be the answer.
Samuel Szor has been conducting for 39 years and said thai the
turnout for the Toledo Concert
Band has always been exceptional.

"We have a terrific following.
There are always at least 5,000
people at each concert. The people really enjoy the band," Szor
said.
Upcoming concerts include:
Magician of the Musical on August 4; Stately Manner Sousa on
August 11; Big Band Brawn on
August 18; and An All-American
Program on August 25.
The concerts are at the Toledo
Zoo amphitheater on Sunday
nights at 8p.m.
Szor graduated from the University of Michigan in 1952 with a

major in music, and has been
conducting the Toledo Concert
Band since 1953. He also is the director of music at the First Congregational Church in Toledo,
and a member of the Toledo
Choral Society.
Szor said being the conductor of
the Toledo Concert Band is not
easy.
"Conducting is a tough business," he said. "I study one hour
for every minute of music that I
conduct. Conductors study a lot."
On top of all of this responsibili-

DIVEST
n Continued from page 1.

ty, Szor taught music classes tor go in there."
He also said he believes the
more than thirty years. He has sanctions themselves are pretaught at Woodward High School, mature. He supports the stance of
University of Toledo, and Waite the African National Congress,
High School. He also played the because it "represents the
bassoon for 15 years with the broadest cross-section of the peoToledo Symphony.
ple of South Africa," and the ANC
According to Szor, his mentor is opposed to the U.S. decision.
in the music business was his
high school band and orchestra
Peter Ogbuji, a University
leader, Cecile Vashaw.
alumnus who was involved with
"She's the one who steered me eressuring the foundation office
into music. I was going to go into > divest its stock in 1989, also
engineering or something along disagrees with the lifting of sancthose lines, Szor said.
tions.

While South Africa's government might be moving in the
right direction, he said, the
system is still intact and there
has been no "overhaul" in the
country such that removing sanctions would benefit the black
majority.

Conrad Pritscher, professor of
education and co-chairperson of
the People for Racial Justice,
also said he believes the sanctions were removed too early.

Classified
LOST & FOUND

National insurance leader otters paid professional sales training lor licensing Part-time
Learn and Earn Fal Semester with option to
continue as College Agent' Students consider
Ing a career In insurance should contact Co-op
Program 238 Admin BMg 372-2451

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal 352-3987 from 8 a m • 9 p.m.

LOST Blue Topaz & Diamond necklace Sentimental value REWARD 352 1398

HELP WANTED
PERSONALS

SERVICES OFFERED
Taking the ORE in October?
Help a available Itom
THE STANLEY H KAPLAN TOLEDO CENTER
Call Malcolm lot detain
352-1605

ADULTS ONLY

$2.50/mln. lOmln./mmimom

2 females to sublease apt. '91-92 year Friendly atmosphere. Iota ol fun. Please cal Mary at
353-8522 of 423 8862
Downtown Apt for sublease. 11 7 N Main 07
includes A/C. dishwasher, laun , roommate; $160/mo. no uM 10 mm. walk, 5 mln by
l>ii.wtoc«mpu3 _CaH_352:3570
Female roommate for Fan 1991 Close to cam
pusM 920 Wooster SI Only pay electric Contact Barb at 354 8891
Female roommate needed for '91-92 school
year Formorelnfo ca*874-3977
Female Roommate needed for '91-92 school
year Apartment is next to campus' Cal Kety at
354-8874 tor more informal ton

TURNER

Male roommate needed for 1991-92 school
year CaH Andy 352 4303.
Music Ed. major looking for roo nmate {•).
i $195. 2-$l47/per month. 12 month lease
Call Gary Ma/per leave mossago 354 5694

OVERDRIVE

Needed 1 female for 1991-92 school year
Close to campus. Low rant
Cal Julie
419 869-3351
Roommate needed for 91-'92 yenr
campus Cal 352-1299 or 352-9111

Friday,
Aug. 2
8 pm

CK-H*

WRIGHT TIRE
AND AUTO
■ 1

Corner of E. Wooster
& N. Prospect,
Bowling Green

Reserved Track Seats $91
General AtWssion $6

352-5133

Advance ticket prices indude ^*w@$fe>»J|
FREE Friday Fair gate actriission
-■-:"

Vfoodto be at the
C0UI\ty Fair

m

st

August 1 - 7*''
Bowling Green
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Monday prior to publication, noon
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 75' per line $2 25 minimum
60' e*ira per ad lor bold lacs
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line

A few good tenants needed
Mt Vemon Apartments. 802 6th St 2 bdrm
furnished, dishwashers, paid utilities Cal Gary
81353-7934

ATTENTION
$7 25 starting pay Work part-time around
class schedule Co-ops available Local students preferred
Cell for interview
1-382-1060
BE ON T V Many needed for commercials
Now hiring al ages For casting info call (615)
779-7111 Ext T-883
Ful-iime bar manager needed Experience required Sand resume to Quarters Cafe 1414
E Wooster. BG. OH 43402
MANPOWER
We are looking for Individuals from BG who
have at least 2 years of school yet to complete
a s GPA of 3 0 This is s part-time position lor
students who attend school year round Flexible hours to work around school schedule. This
position Involves seeing IBM computers to students Salary plus commission Call for appointment- 1-893 4413
Cal

Seeking agraeaive campus sales rep to market
custom sportswear, glassware A other items to
lratemit.es. sororities and other campus organizations Cal(419)474-0567for details

FOR SALE
TICMNtClANS

25" Cannondate ST600 18 speed aluminum
tounngbike Cal 372-2097 or 352-5343

BIG HOUSE

Female room within family home Quiet, residential area Own private room, cooking priv. a
bath 12 mo lease $i95/mo inc utrt One
mie from campus 352 1832 or 352-7366.

wrth double Irving rooms. 4 Bft.
lots of storage. 1 1/2 baths
Convenient location
Max 3 persons
$625 per mo Year lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Mam. 352 5620

CENTER FOR CHOICE I

Coll for Appointment
Void wrth Coupon thru AUGUST 31, 199

Currently renting lor Fal 1 991

Close to campus I bdrm . $340'mo plus gas
A alec Efficiency. S285/mo plus gas A elec
CalCafjsal i - ' - i.i -u/-i
O&GRentato
Nicest Apts inBG
2 units left 850 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks from
campus Modem furnished. 2 bdrm units, new
carpeting, laundry tacH .AC. reserved parking, max. 4 pars./unit No pets 0 mo. lease
$550 00 mo. 12 mo tease $495 00/mo Ph
287-4255or 287-3233
D & G Rentals - Close to Campus
234 1/2 S. College 2 bdrm upper rear apt
Newly remodeled kitchen Stove & retrtg Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty ol parking No
pets Avail now 12 mo tease $350 00/mo
Ph. 287-4255 or 287-3233

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1" or 2" ads
1 ■ (8 line maximum)
2" (16 line maximum)

f NOT SHOTS PO II
l:IO, J:00, 4:SO,

'05. «:IQ

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

$6 50 per insertion
$12 95 per insertion

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
I-80O-589-6OO5

<s required lor aU non-university related businesses and individual*
The BG News *<» not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come lo 214
West Hall immediately i' there is an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions

W0

E"°

354 0558 J
CHAtLII
SHUN

WAIT DtSNIY •RODOCrtONS
lOl DALMATIONS O
l:OQ. 1:40, 4:10, e:O0
THMMATOt ■ I
AONOLD
1:00. 1:40.7:00. «:40 SCHWAKIN
lOOtB
RIOAROINO) HINRY PO IS
1:00, 3 OS, 5:IO
HARRISON
T:20, «:»Q
FORD
MOISTERS R
RICHARD OBIECO
CHBIITIAN SLATES PATRICK OfMPSIV
7:40.»:SO
VJ. WARSHAWSKI R
*¥
1:15,1:10, 5 OO, MO, *:20

KATHLEEN
TURNER

SCHEDULE STARTING JULY 11
• NO PASSIS

NAME (print)

•• NO PAWS'NO iUPlKSAVIRS

Typeset Resumes

ADDRESS

PHONE #

_

$15.00

SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

This is not a coupon.
This is not a special otter.
This is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphlcs.
Clsstiltcatlon m whicn you wish your ad to sppeai

. Csmpus 4 C'ty Events'

. Wanted

Lost and Found

. Help Wanted

, Bdes

For Sale

. Services Ottered

. For Rent

328S Mam. 352-5620

Live In the heart ol Downtown BQI
114 1/2S Main St
1 BFt. unlum. apts avail August
Laundry lacftttes sxtra storage
FREE WATER a SEWER
S325 per mo . year tease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Mam. 352-5620

Make this your home I
725 Ninth St . 1 Bftuntum apts
Seperale entrance, sir conditioned
Private parking, apaancee mcl
$315 per mo . year tease avail. Aug
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Mam. Our Only Office

352-5620
Mature female grad student room In nice home.
Nosmokmg Carl352-77e9
Meed an apt Icy summer or fad?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS
Furraahed or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 364 22*0 or slop by 31 BE Wooster
(across from Toco Bet)
to pk* up our latins S speak
•Hth our tnendry staff
One vacancy In quiet gradual* tasking. Third
St . and several other rental optWna for al Cal
352 344*.

Quiet Living
824 Sixth St. 2 BR Apts
FREE GAS. WATER. SEWER
Recently remodeled turn & unlum
Laundry, private parking
$450 mo year. S525.mo 9 1 2 mo
NEWIOVE RENTALS

3265 S Mam

352-5620

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

classified rates

Total number of days to appear

LARGE EFFICIENCY APT.
222 S College - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FREE gas. water, sewer
BIG YARD great for garden!
Oft-street parking
$290/mo 'year tease
NEWLOVE RENTALS

Personals

• First day. $1 00 service charge only ■- limit 35 words lor a non.profit event or meeting Subsequent days are charged at regular

Dates to appear

One-bedrm 8 two-bedrm vacancies
FuHy furnished
Conveniently located
Very reasonably priced
Phone 352 4966 or
come to our office at 800 Third • 10
Check us out before you rent

......

The BG News reserves me right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose o' this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising lhat may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

Our onry orf.ee
352 5620

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
•00 THIRD STREET

CARTY RENTALS " 352-7365
Single rooms - 2 bdrm & 1 bdrm apts
9 or 12 month leases Near campus.

1234 N. Main Si.
j

Enfoy a BIG Yard at this
2 BR house Gas heat
Year lease, aval August
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main. BG

CINEMA 5

up to 5 qts - Most Cars

For short or long term rentals
Ideal tor graduate students
Completely furnished a HBO Included
Located (near campus) at the
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Slop out or cal 354-3182 or 362-1 520

AMMENITIESI
843 Sixth St
? BR unfum, 2 BATHS. Dishwasher
Air condrttoning Private Parking
New owner win paint, etc
Avail. August
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Mam SI BG 352-5620

CINEMARK THEATRES

Classified Information
Mail-in Form

DEADLINE:

1 bedroom unfurnished apartment
Immediate Occupancy
362-7464

Actor-Actress needed for a dramatic music
video Age 19-25 If Interested please cal Immediately 531 4088

Office Cleaning
Evenings, part-time
KSIckerpocker Services at 352-5822

LUBRICATION, ,*,_-,.
OIL CHANGE <fcQ95
& FILTER
*" '

!:

to

DON'T MISS THIS ONEI
2 BR turn apts. with
balconies a petwe-FREE MAID SERVICE
Plus FREE gas heat. H201 Sewer
Private parking, laundry
$400'mo 1 year, $480.mo 9 1 2 mo.
NEWIOVE RENTALS 352 5820
328 S Mam BG

EFFICIENCY UNITS AVAILABLE
NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING SALES
Toledo Area
High Commission Rate
plus expenses
Part-time can be
tuii 4jriw
Contact Advertising
Manager at (419) 372-2601

1 or 2 female rmtee from Aug '91 to Aug '92
Preferably upper classman
Call Lisa at
354 6587

LIVE TALK

King size waterbed w' new matrass and new
heater, sheets, etc SI00 or best otter
353-3531

FOR RENT

1 female to sublease apt (or 1991-92 school
year. $>80mo Cal 352-1090. aek for Janet
Bauaroroelrjoaact 216 067 1662

1-900773-3777

FOR SALE: 1980 Chevy Monte Carlo AM/FM
cassette, air. runs great
SI800 nag
354 7262 Adam

MOST SELL
COLOR TV $60.00. VCR
$50 00. FUTON $60 00 DRESSER $20 00
CALL FOR INFO BEFORE 5 00 354-5182

WANTED

CSJftMS majors Sign up now lor excellent Fall
Semester co-op opportunities Earn up to
$10 hr Cal 372-2451 or stop by the Co-op
Program In 238 Administration Bldg

BACHMAN

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

We need one female roommate lor 1991-92
school year' Large 2 hdrm apartment In quiet
area Rent la CHEAP1 Will consider people who
need apt only lor tail sem Cal Susan at
782-0320 before 1 pm or after 5 pm

Mall lo: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BO News
214 West Hall
BOSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable lo The BG News)
Phone: 372-2801

i
I
I
I
I
I

■
1.

UniGraphics
P11 West Hall 372-7418
'Pnce does not include lex. Second page $8.00.

OPEN SUNDAYS AT NOON

H
146 N MAIN

BOWLING GRtEN

